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IT

“I’d recommend Execview
due to its usability - the

intuitiveness of the tool is
great.”

The IT service provider is focused on
business technology that powers

progress and helps organisations to
create their firm of the future. With

a strong focus on portfolio,
programme and project

management excellence, the IT
company focuses on clear value

realisation, stakeholder
relationships, risk management and

key milestone planning with their
clients. 

https://execview.com/


The Need to Change

Continued on next page...

The IT company handles hundreds of projects on a daily basis and senior
managers need to see how they are doing at a glance. From this, they can
easily identify issues within projects, fix potential problematic projects and

make key governance decisions. 
 

Before they partnered with Execview, the comany's process for recording
and displaying project data was manual, and a lot of time was consumed

converting data from across the entire portfolio of projects run by the
company. Data was not as reliable as it could have been – which was an

issue when it came to taking key governance decisions based on this
information. The company needed a change.

Implementation
Implementing new working practices can be difficult. On a scale as
large as this IT company, this can be even more complex. L explains:

“Configuration was tricky as we needed to be sure that it worked
seamlessly with our own internal processes. 

 
Internal sponsorship was imperative to the success of Execview’s
implementation because it allowed the platform to be properly

embedded into our daily practices. Project Managers took to using
Execview really well and are happy with how much easier it has

made their daily work, and how much harder their data now works
for them.
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L explains: “We can now assimilate all of our projects in one day on
Execview. We can get a view of them all together to establish and

identify early warnings, trend analytics as well as month end records.
 

Previously, this process took several days to produce and was out of
date by the time it was complete. Execview has saved many hours

and provides us with the most recent data, so decisions can be taken
quickly and with confidence. 

 
Our reporting overheads have been reduced, insight into what is

going on makes a more successful business because of better
managed and better quality data, providing a holistic view of relevant

departments.”

Measurable results
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